
RESPONSE.WRITE ASYNC

Basically there is a difference regarding how your code is executed under the hood. In the first case, in which you have
this await HttpContext.

This is redundant. Thomas Levesque 28 Comments Middlewhat? Invoke after the response has been sent to
the client. Non-terminal middleware take two arguments: the HttpContext and a delegate to call the next
middleware. UseDeveloperExceptionPage ; app. I've almost reached the opinion that the any use of it is a
reason to remove it, though I won't go quite that far yet. The request delegates handle each HTTP request.
Happy Coding! UseCookiePolicy ; app. The following diagram demonstrates the concept. Each delegate can
perform operations before and after the next delegate. Scenario 2: Abuse of Task. Static File Middleware
UseStaticFiles returns static files and short-circuits further request processing. If the request path starts with
the given path, the branch is executed. NET Core is also implemented as a middleware. For example, writing
more than the stated Content-Length. If the method already returns a task, we don't want to wrap it in another.
Each component: Chooses whether to pass the request to the next component in the pipeline. Don't use
asynchronous wrappers over synchronous calls. NET Core architecture features a system of middleware,
which are pieces of code that handle requests and responses. When the app runs in the Production
environment: Exception Handler Middleware UseExceptionHandler catches exceptions thrown in the
following middlewares. Improving performance is a mere side effect. Making a rejoining branch You can
make a branch that rejoins the main pipeline by using the UseWhen method. May corrupt the body format.
The Static File Middleware provides no authorization checks. Warning Don't call next. Configuring the
pipeline You typically configure the ASP. The pipeline now looks like this: Branching the pipeline In the
previous examples, there was only one "branch" in the pipeline: the middleware coming after A was always B,
and the middleware coming after B was always C. UseResponseCompression ; app. Middleware added to the
pipeline before the middleware that terminates further processing still processes code after their next.


